VisiPlus 3D
People Counting Sensor

VisiPlus 3D Sensor

VisiPlus 3D is a high precision people sensor device
which generates people counts, occupancy information
or conversion rate if it connects to the customer cashier
system.
Our people sensors use advanced imaging technology
and analytics to provide key insights for retail spaces. This
knowledge allows businesses to plan operations efficiently,
helping drive improved customer service and gaining true
visibility of their sales conversions.

•

MANAGES MULTIPLE COUNTING LINES: the
sensor can count separately how many people entered/
exited from each of the store’s doors.

•

CALCULATES CONVERSION RATE: by reading how
many people are passing near to the store, the retailer
can create a conversion rate, or capture rate. How many
people that are passing near to the store are interested
in entering?

2 possible configurations of the sensor:
BASIC (line counting): This sensor has a limited interface
with People Counting only, distinguishing adults and children
(I/O board is missing).
FULL (line & zone counting): Monitors customer dwell
times in specific zones.

Two cameras look at the same scene from slightly
different angles. Both images are analyzed and a
3D height map is generated.

Visiplus 3D enables retailers to achieve accurate data:
•

DISTINGUISHES ADULTS AND CHILDREN: the
retailer can know how many adults and how many
children entered the store, making data more relevant.

•

ANALYZES FROM VIDEO: the retailer can register
video to see who is entering and leaving the store and
how the sensor is analysing the data.

•

RECOGNIZES U-TURNS MOVEMENTS: if
customer enters, then exits the store immediately.

•

•

Mounting height

PRECISE COUNTING IN CROWDED AREAS: other
technologies lose the accuracy in crowded areas.
VisiPlus 3D keeps high accuracy in crowded areas.

90 Series

AREA ANALYTICS (FULL VERSION ONLY):
provides data in a specific area such as: visitor count,
dwell time, height differentiation between adults and
children.

180 Series

Part Number
BASIC 10147103		
FULL

a

Description

Dimensions

VisiPlus 3D Base 90 Basic

237 mm x 99 mm x 37 mm (9.3 in x 3.9 in x 1.5 in )

10147104		

VisiPlus 3D Base 180 Basic

Power-over-Ethernet (36 to 57 V DC)

10140884		

VisiPlus 3D Base 90 Full

IEEE 802.3af, PD class 0

10140883		

VisiPlus 3D Base 180 Full
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Coverage

210 – 350 cm

30 m2

300 – 600 cm

64 m2

This solution is Smart Suite compatible

